A (totally) orderable scattered space and a space homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal space are characterized in terms of a neighborhood subbase for each of their points plus what corresponds to a neighborhood base for each of their non-(2-gaps. These generalize the characterizations in [ P, ] of an orderable compact scattered space and in [B] of a space homeomorphic to a compact ordinal space. Generalizing a result in [M] it is shown that a space is orderable and scattered iff it is the 2 to 1 image under a closed map of a subspace of an ordinal space. In response to a question of Telgarsky [T] a simple description is given of a closed map with discrete fibers from an orderable scattered space onto an orderable perfect space. Maps that preserve length conditions on a scattered space are touched upon.
Introduction
A space is scattered if each of its nonempty subsets has an isolated point, and it is suborderable if it is embeddable in an orderable space.
In [P 2 ] it was shown that a suborderable scattered space is orderable and admits an orderable scattered compactification. Compact scattered spaces that are orderable were characterized in [ Px ] . Hence a scattered space is orderable iff it admits an orderable scattered compactification. But a more intrinsic characterization is desirable. The elimination here of the compactness condition in [P , ] causes problems necessitating new terminology.
In this paper a sequence S is a copy of a cofinal subspace of a regular ordinal t . A limit point p of S, where p £ S, corresponds to the point r under an embedding S U {p} -► t + 1.
The symbol " < " often will be used simultaneously as the order relation on a given ordered space as well as the order relation on the ordinals. However, no ambiguity should arise.
If an element p of an orderable space X is the limit of two disjoint closed sequences in X -{p} , when is there an admissible order on X such that the sequences are interlaced, i.e are on the same side of pi If X is compact, it is necessary and sufficient for both sequences to have countable cardinality. In general a new property is needed. (Also see Lemma 4.) A point p in a space X satisfies the interlacing property if p is not the limit of two disjoint closed sequences in X -{p} where either (1) the sequences are of different cardinalities, or (2) one sequence is homeomorphic to a stationary subset of an uncountable regular ordinal.
Note in an orderable space if a point is a limit of disjoint sequences S and T of the same uncountable cardinality x, and S and T are interlaced with respect to some admissible order where T is homeomorphic to a stationary subset of t , then S C\T ^ 0 . Also note if a sequence is homeomorphic to a stationary set, then no final segment is paracompact. This follows easily from [EL] .
In the induction proof of Theorem 1 in [P x ] an admissible order is found for some open set O as an extension of an order implied by the induction on each member of a partition of O. This induction proceeds using the properties given in the theorem for a neighborhood subbase of a point. Using this proof in the noncompact case, it is possible that some nonconvergent sequence converges in the order topology induced by the order found on O. So another property is needed generalizing the conditions in Theorem 1 in [P ( ] on a neighborhood subbase at a point.
Let S = {7Q}a<î be a decreasing nest of clopen sets in a space, x a regular ordinal. S has the ordering property if for each nonzero limit ordinal ß < x, f]n<ß I » nas at most one DOundary point iß where
(1) {7i-intna</37Q: £ < ß} is a neighborhood base of iß in I0-intf\a<ß Ia ; and (2) iß satisfies the interlacing property in ("]"<« I" • There is another problem in the induction procedure. The length of a scattered space X, l(X), is the least ordinal a such that the ath derived set, X , of X is empty. In [P , ] l(X) is a nonlimit ordinal X + 1 , and X is partitioned into a pairwise disjoint collection {O : p e X } of clopen sets such that Op n Xw = {p} for each p e Xw . Then the induction hypothesis is used to order each O , and without loss of generality it is assumed that \XW\ = 1 .
For a noncompact scattered space of length a nonlimit ordinal, it may be impossible to get such a partition. A space is strongly collectionwise Hausdorjfi if for each closed discrete subspace Y, there is a discrete family of open sets {U : y e Y} such that y e U . Every orderable space is strongly collectwise Hausdorff. Let X be the space cox x (co0+ 1 + co*)-{(a, ß): a a limit ordinal, ß > í¿>0}, where the product is Cartesian, and co* is w, with its order reversed. Now l(X) = cox + 1 , but the points of X(w'' = {(a, cof : a a nonlimit ordinal} cannot be separated by a discrete family of open sets. X is even hereditarily collectionwise Hausdorff and satisfies conditions 2 and 3 of Theorem 1.
If the length a of a scattered space is a limit ordinal, the induction hypothesis could be used if the space could be partitioned into pairwise disjoint clopen sets each of length less than a . This is precisely the case for paracompact scattered spaces (see [T] ). In general as in [P2] , the space can be partitioned into a pairwise disjoint collection of clopen sets each satisfying a paracompactness-like property away from what corresponds to a special kind of end gap of an ordered space. To use the induction hypothesis for ordering a member of this partition, a property is needed for a "neighborhood base" of such a gap analogous to the condition satisfied for a neighborhood subbase of a point.
Then in condition 3b of Theorem 1 in the next section, the nest is a neighborhood base of a gap. The length restriction and ordering property on the nest permits the induction to be performed. These gaps of a space X are actually points of ßX -X which are not in the closure in ßX of any closed discrete subset of X, i.e., far points of X. The union of X and the set of these "gap points" in ßX -X is a paracompact scattered space (which is vX if X has no closed discrete subset of measurable cardinality) satisfying condition 2, which is enough to be orderable.
Results
Theorem 1. A scattered space X is orderable iff
(1) X is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff; (2) for each nonisolated p e X there is a neighborhood subbase {La}a<r U {«Q} , the union of two nests each with the ordering property; and The proof is given after some preliminaries. A left gap in an ordered space X is a nonempty clopen initial convex set in X and has no maximum. A left gap is a left Q-gap [GHen] if it contains a closed discrete subset cofinal in the gap. A right gap and right Q-gap are defined analogously. The greatest ordered compactification bX of X [F] is the compactification whose growth is order-isomorphic to the set of gaps of X. Hence, to each left (right) gap A in X corresponds the gap point pA in bX -X, which is the sup (inf) in bX of A .
The following lemma considers the set S of "highest level" non-Q-gap points of a scattered ordered space.
Lemma 1 [P2 ] • Let X be a scattered ordered space of length X, where X is a limit ordinal. Let S be the set of all non-Q-gap points pA of X such that pA is a boundary point of A( ' for each Ç < X. Then S is discrete and closed in XuS.
In the proof of the theorem in [P 2 ] it was implied that the next lemma may not be true.
Lemma 2. Let X be an ordered space and X* = Xu{p: p e bX -X and p is a non-Q-gap point of X} . Then X* is paracompact.
Proof. In [GHen] it is shown that an ordered space is paracompact iff all its gaps are ß-gaps. The same proof holds for a subspace of an ordered space. So it is sufficient to show each point of bX -X which is a ß-gap point of X is also a Q-gap point of X*.-So let p be a ß-gap point of X. Then there is a monotone sequence {^cQ}Q<T in X converging to p, where {xa: a < x} is closed and discrete in X and x is a limit ordinal. By the definition of a ß-gap, {xa: a < ß} converges to a ß-gap point of X for each limit ordinal ß < x. Hence {x : a < x} is closed and discrete in X*. So p is a ß-gap point of X*.
The proof of the next lemma is simple.
Lemma 3. A sequence is homeomorphic to a stationary set iff it contains no cofinal, discrete, closed subset.
The following generalizes the lemma in [P x ].
Lemma 4. Let X be a scattered orderable space, and let p e X satisfy the interlacing property. Then there is an admissible order on X with p as its first point.
Proof. By [P 2 ] there is an admissible order < with respect to which X has a first point. If p is the first point of X, we are done. Otherwise if p is not an element of the closure of the initial open segment (-co, p), then p has an immediate predecessor p'. Let Xx = (-co, p] and X2 = [p, oo). Case 1. X has a last point. Then define a new order <' on X so that < and <' have identical restrictions to Xx and X2, and X2 <' Xx . (Define A < B if a <' b for every a e A and b e B .) Case 2. X has no last point. Since X2 is scattered, it has an isolated point q with an immediate predecessor q . Let X2X = [p, q ] and X22 = \q, oo). Define <' so that < and <' have identical restrictions to X, and X2, and x2x < xx< x22.
Then in each of the above cases <' satisfies the lemma. With respect to < if p is the last point of X, or p ^ cl(p, oo), then by first reversing the order < , an analogous argument produces an order satisfying the lemma.
Finally, suppose that {p} = cl(-co, p)ncl(p, oo). Then converging to p are sequences S and T of the same cardinality closed in X -{p}, where S < p < T, and neither sequence is homeomorphic to a stationary set. Then by Lemma 3, S and T contain closed (in X -{p} ), discrete, monotone subsequences isJa<r and iUa<r respectively.
Case 1. x / cOf. For each a < x let a1 be the ath limit ordinal, Sa = {x e X: sß < x < sy for all ß < a and for some y where a < y < (a + I)'} , and Ta = {x e X: t < x < tß for all ß < a and for some y where a < y < (a + I)'}. Then for all a, Sa and Ta are clopen convex sets, SQ has a first but no last point, T0 has no first point, Sa and Ta have neither a first nor last point for q/0, and {Sa: a < x} U {Ta: a < x} partitions X -{p} . Then define a new order <' on X so that for all a < x, {p} <' Sfí <' T <' S for all ß > a ; for a ^ 0, < and <' have identical restrictions to T0, Sa, and Ta ; and the restriction of <' to S0 is identical to the restriction of < to SQ if Tf has a last point, and is the reverse order of the restriction of < to S0 if Tf has no last point.
Case 2. x = coQ. Then we may assume the points of S and T are isolated. For each n <cOf let S0 = {x e X: x < sQ}, Sn+X = [sn , sn+x), TQ = {xe X: tQ < x}, and Tn+X = (tn+x, tn]. Then Sn and Tn are clopen; S0, Sn+X , and Tn+X have first and last points; TQ has a first point; and {Sn : n < co0}u{Tn : n < co0} partitions X -{p} . Define <' on X so that {p} <' Tn+X <' Sn <' Tn , and <' and < have identical restrictions to Sn and Tn .
Then in each of these cases <' satisfies the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. For necessity every orderable space is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff. As in the proof of Theorem 1 in [P , ], for a given admissible order on X and each nonisolated p e X, there are decreasing clopen nests {La}a<x of left rays and {Ra}a<Y of right rays whose union forms a neighborhood subbase for p , and hence satisfies condition (2) of the theorem. Now let F be a clopen subset of X of length a limit ordinal X. By [P 2 ] Y is orderable. So fix an admissible order on Y . Let S be the set of highest level non-ß-gap points of Y described in Lemma 1. The argument is similar to and cleans up the proof of the theorem in [P 2 ]. If S = 0, the proof that Y satisfies condition (3) follows the argument below for (-co, yQ]. So assume S ^0 . Since S U Y is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff and O-dimensional, it is the disjoint union of clopen subsets each containing one point of 5". So we may assume S = {u}, and u is an endpoint, say largest point, of Su Y. (Note no point of S is in both the closures of the points less than it and the points greater than it.)
There is an increasing sequence {ya}a<T of isolated points in Y converging to u, where x is a regular ordinal. For each a < x, let Ia be the open interval (ya, u). Then {7q}q<t satisfies the ordering property in Y , and f|Q<T la = 0 • For some aQ < x, l((ya , yj) < X for all a> a0. Otherwise for some cofinal subset C of x, l((ya , y ]) = X , where a is the immediate successor of a in C for each a e C ; then since « is a non-ß-gap of Y , {ya: ae C} must have a boundary point p e Y ; so p e Yw = 0, which is impossible. So without loss os generality let a0 = 0. Note IQ-In = (y0, ya] for each a > 0. Then {7q}q<t in If satisfies condition (3)(b). Now let 7 be the ray (-co, y0] and 7* as in Lemma 2. So 7* is paracompact. For each a < X let Wa be the collection of all maximal convex in X subsets of 7 -7(a), and for each C eWa let C' = clr C -((cl^ C)-C).
(Note (cl^ C) -C consists of at most two points.) Then C is open and convex in 7*. Let W1 = {C1 : C e fê }. Then M ^,W' is an open cover of 7*. So it has a locally finite open refinement SF which -since Ind 7* = 0 -can be chosen to be a clopen partition of 7*. Note for each F e AF, l(F n 7) < X. Hence since 7 is clopen in Y, Y = 70 ® ®F&9-(F n 7). So condition (3) is satisfied. The sufficiency proof, similar to the one for Theorem 1 in [P x ], is by induction on X = l(x). So assume the theorem holds for all scattered spaces of length < X.
If A is a nonlimit ordinal, X can be partitioned into clopen sets each containing one point of I( ~ since X is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff and O-dimensional. Then since by [P 2 ] every suborderable scattered space is orderable, without loss of generality let X( ~X) be a singleton {q}. There is a neighborhood subbase {La}a<r U {Ra}a<y of q satisfying condition (2) in the theorem.
For each ß < x let L'ß = f]a<ß La-Lß . Since L'ß is closed, it is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff. Since L'ß+X is clopen, it satisfies condition (3) of the theorem. Since for ß a limit ordinal L'ß has at most one boundary point and X is O-dimensional, each relatively clopen subset C of Lß has a clopen neighborhood K in I, where C = L'ß n V and l(V) = 1(C). So L'ß also satisfies condition (3). Hence the induction hypothesis can be applied to l!ß since l(L'ß) < X. The same is true for the analogously defined R'ß for all ß < y . Now the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1 in [P, ] can be used by applying Lemma 4, and the fact that {La}a<r and {«a}Q<y satisfy the ordering property.
Note the order constructed on AXA may only be an admissible suborder. (That is, there is an order preserving imbedding of X with this order into an ordered space. The points which may not have open interval neighborhood bases are the nonboundary endpoints of the L'a and «^ .) However by [P2 ] this is all right.
Finally if X is a limit ordinal, then X = ©reÄ Or where for each r, Or satisfies condition (3)(a) or (b). Fix r e R. If Or satisfies condition (3)(a), then by the induction hypothesis it is orderable. If Or satisfies condition (3)(b), then for each ß < x let l'ß = f\a<ß Ia-Iß. Then using the argument of the case where X is nonlimit, an admissible suborder is constructed on Or. Since this can be done for every element of «, then by [P 2 ] X is orderable.
Consider the following strengthening of the ordering property. Let S = {I}a<T be a decreasing nest of clopen sets in a space, t a regular ordinal. J2, has the ordinal property if for each nonzero limit ordinal ß < x, f]a<ß Ia -Iß contains at most one point iß , where {Ia-Iß: a < ß} is a neighborhood base of iß .
The ordinal property is a strengthening of Baker's property D [B] and the ordering property.
The next result generalizes Baker's characterization [B] of compact ordinal spaces.
Theorem 2. A scattered space X is homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal space iff
(1) X is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff; (2) for each nonisolaied p e X there is a neighborhood base with the ordinal property; and (3) condition (3) of Theorem 1 with ordering property replaced by ordinal property.
Proof. The necessity proof of Theorem 1 works here noticing that the nests constructed in that proof satisfy the ordinal property, and here in the admissible order on X no point should be the limit of a decreasing sequence. (Actually the only reason for reordering X is that many of the concepts were defined here only for ordered spaces.) For sufficiency let X satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (3). Assume Theorem 2 holds for all scattered spaces of length < l(X) = X. Let JF = {Ia}a<T be a collection of subsets of X with the ordinal property such that for all a < x I (If -If < l(X). As in the proof of Theorem 1,70 = f|a<« Ia -h satisfies the induction hypothesis for each ß < x ; so there is a well ordering <ß of l'ß under which l'ß is a well-ordered GO space (i.e., there is an order preserving map into an ordinal space), and for ß a nonzero limit ordinal the boundary point, if any, of l'ß is the first point since it is isolated in l'ß . Define a well order < on 70 -f|Q<T Ia as follows: for each a < ß < x, l'a < l'ß , and < restricted to Ia is <Q . Since J*~ has the ordinal property, 70 -n"<T Ia is a well-ordered GO space under < . That is, 70 -f]a<T Ia 1S homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal space. Moreover, if J2" is a neighborhood base of a nonisolated point p e X, then < can be extended to 70 such that p is the last point since f]a<xIa = {p}-Using this fact and noting the disjoint union of well-ordered GO spaces is homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal space, the sufficiency proof here exactly follows the pattern of the sufficiency proof of Theorem 1. Example 1. There is an orderable scattered space which is not homeomorphic to a subspace of an ordinal space even though each of its points has a neighborhood base with the ordinal property.
Let X be the lexicographic product cox x (co0 + 1)*, where (<w0 + 1)* is cOf + 1 with its order reversed. Since X is first countable, each of its points has a neighborhood base with the ordinal property. As in the proof in [P x ] that the example in §2.1 is not orderable, there is no well order of X under which X is a GO space. This follows from the pressing down lemma since {(a, Wq): a < cox} (cOq the first point of (co0 + 1)*) is homeomorphic to the stationary set cox .
G. Moran [M] proved a Hausdorff space is compact, scattered, and orderable iff it is the 2 to 1 continuous image of a compact ordinal space. Such a map is a quotient map. In fact it is closed. There is a 2 to 1 Hausdorff quotient (but not a closed map) of coQ which has no isolated points: just identify points via a 1 to 1 correspondence between isolated and nonisolated points. However, we have the following Theorem 3. A space is scattered and orderable iff it is the 2 to 1 image under a closed map of a subspace of an ordinal space.
The proof is given after some lemmas.
Lemma 5 [KR x ]. The class of scattered spaces is invariant under perfect maps.
Lemma 6. Let f: p -* X be a 2 to I, closed, onto map, where P is a subspace of an ordinal space. Then there is a 2 to I, closed, onto map g: P* -► X1 such that g\P = /, X' C ßX, and P* = Pu{p: p e bP -P and p is a non-Q-gap point of P}.
Proof. In [GHen] it is shown that P* c ßP. Let fiß: ßP -» ßX be the unique extension of i • f, where i: X -* ßX is the inclusion map. Let g = fiß\P*, and X1 = g(P*).
It is first shown that fß is 2 to 1. Since P is normal and / is perfect, X is normal. Hence, disjoint X-closed sets have disjoing closures in ßX.
Suppose fiß(px) = fio(p2) = fßiPf) > where px,p2, and p3 are distinct points in ßP. Then there are mutually disjoint closed neighborhoods Pi of p;, 7 = 1,2,3.
Hence f(Pj n P) n fi(P] n P) ¿ 0 for any i ¿ j since / is a closed map. Let A = P n fi~X(f(Px n P) n fi(P2 n P)). Then A is closed in P , and p, e cl^ A . So f(A) n fi(P} C\P)¿0. Therefore, for x e fi(A) n /(«3 n P) we have \fi~X(x)\ > 2, which contradicts / being 2 to 1. Hence, fiß is 2 to 1.
It will be shown that g is closed by showing fß fß(P*) = P* ■ Since / is perfect, fiß(ßP -P) c ßX -X (see [E, Theorem 3.7.15, p. 239] ). Let p e P* -P. So we need only show fif fiß(p) c P*.
Let {pa}a<r be a «-closed strictly increasing sequence (of course, there are no infinite decreasing sets in a well-ordered set) converging to p, where x is a regular ordinal. Consider the only nontrivial case where JJ fiß(p) = {p, q} and p f q. Let N be a closed neighborhood in ßP of q which misses p. Let A be the first x elements of (the subspace of an ordinal space) N n fi~x f({pa: a < x}). Since / is a closed map, A is closed in P and q = sup^ A is a gap point of P. Since p is a non-ß-gap point of P, {pa : a < x} contains no P closed, discrete, cofinal subset. Hence since / is closed and 2 to 1, A contains no P closed, discrete, cofinal subset. So there is no « closed, discrete set cofinal in the P gap {p e P: p < q} . Hence, q e P* -P and /«(tf') = fßiP) ■ Since /" is 2 to 1 and q # p , then q = q e P*. Therefore, fß~lfßiP)cP\ Lemma 7. Let X be the image under a 2 to I closed map of a paracompact subspace of an ordinal space. Then X is scattered and orderable. Proof. X is scattered by Lemma 5. Assume this lemma is true for every scattered space of length < l(X) = X.
It will be shown that X satisfies Theorem 1. As the image under a closed map of a paracompact space, X is paracompact. So X satisfies conditions ( 1 ) and (by [T] ) (3)(a) of Theorem 1. So we need only show X satisfies condition (2).
If A is a limit ordinal, then by [T] X = 0r€Ä Or, where for each r e R, l(Or) < l(X) ; and so by the induction hypothesis Or is orderable. So X is suborderable, and by [P 2 ] X is orderable. Now assume A is a nonlimit ordinal. By [T] X = 0r£Ä Or, where for each r e R, Or contains exactly one point of X(A_1). By [P2 ] if each Or is orderable, then X is orderable. So without loss of generality let X( ~x' = {x} .
By the induction hypothesis we need only show condition (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied at x. Let f: P -> X be a 2 to 1, closed, onto map where P is a paracompact subset of an ordinal space. The proof is actually the proof of Corollary 2 in [P , ] with the following additions.
X is O-dimensional by [T] since it is paracompact and scattered. Since / is closed, /(0) is a neighborhood of x for any neighborhood O of fi~x(x) (see [E, Theorem 1.4.12, p. 52 
]).
First suppose f~ (x) is a singleton {3}. Then since / is closed and X is O-dimensional, there is a closed increasing sequence {£Q}Q<r -► S (assuming ö e P ; otherwise x is isolated), and for all a < a < x a clopen neighborhood
La of x such that (<A,a, ô] D fi~ (Lf) D (Ça,, ô] (these intervals being in P, not the ordinal superspace).
Hence since {f~ (Lf)}a<x is a nested neighborhood base of S, [La}a<x is a nested neighborhood base of x .
For a limit ordinal ß < x if {£a}a<ß does not converge in X, then using the argument in the proof of Corollary 2 in [P, ] that f]Q<« La has at most one boundary point, riQ<ft La has no boundary point since / is closed. (In this and the next paragraph it might be helpful to note that since / is closed, ing that if r\fiZß)) = {^ß » Í} and f(iß) is the limit in f]a<ß LQ of a sequence T homeomorphic to a stationary set, then every closed cofinal subset of (-00, c;) intersects f~ (T) . Therefore, condition (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied for fi~X(x) a singleton. If f~ (x) consists of two points, then analogously condition (2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied using the above additions to the proof of Corollary 2 in [PJ replacing in that proof 0 and X by -co and 00 respectively.
Proof of Theorem 3. For necessity let X be an orderable scattered space. By [P 2 ] X has an orderable scattered compactification sX. By [M] there is a 2 to 1 onto map f:X -► sX, where A is a compact ordinal space. Then fi\f~ (X): fi~ (X) -»I isa closed, onto, 2 to 1 map.
Since by [P 2 ] every suborderable scattered space is orderable, sufficiency follows from Lemmas 6 and 7.
Under what kind of maps is the length condition of a scattered range determined by its scattered domain?
For a point p in a scattered space P, the length of p, l(p), equals an ordinal a if p e P[a) -P(a+X).
Proposition. Let f:P^X be a closed onto map with discrete fibers such that P and X are scattered. For each x e X, l(x) = sup{/(p) : p e f~ (x)} . Proof. Let x e X. Assume the lemma is true for all y e X where l(y) < l(x) = X.
Let O be a neighborhood of fi~x(x). Since / is a closed map, there exists a neighborhood N of x such that fi~x(N) c O. Moreover, ./V can be chosen such that N n X(X) = {x}. For each a < X, there exists y e N such that l(y) = a. Hence, by the induction hypothesis sup{/(p): p e f (y)} = a.
Hence, sup{/(p): p e fi~ (x)}>X.
On the other hand, since fi~X(x) is discrete, we have for any p e f~ (x) a neighborhood Op such that Op f\f~x(x) = {p} and Op c f~X(N). So for any q e Op -{p} , f(q) e N -{x} . Hence l(f(q)) < X, and by the induction hypothesis l(q) < X. Thus l(p) < X, and sup{/(p) : p e fi~ (x)} = X.
Telgarsky asked [T] if the image under a closed map of scattered space must be scattered. It is true if the domain has finite length. After constructing the following example this author discovered that the example is contained in [KR , ] (Proposition 1.11 and Remark 1.12) using the c-process, a method of constructing spaces defined in [KR 2 ]. However, the description here is quite simple, the construction using only standard concepts. It is also clear from the description below that the domain and range are suborderable, a fact neither mentioned nor apparent in [KR , ].
Example 2. There is a closed onto map with discrete fibers f:P^X where P and X are suborderable (orderable with a more complex construction), P is scattered, l(P) = co0 , and X is perfect.
Let Xf be cox + l -{a: a a countable limit ordinal} with an admissible order under which 0 is its first and cox its last point. For all nonzero n e fc>0 + 1 given the lexicographic product Xf , let Xn = {ix¡)¡<n 6 Xf : there exist i0 < n such that x¡ = cox, xi / cox for all i < iQ, and x¡ = 0 for all i > i0}. Let P = ®{Xn :°0<n<cOf}, X = XWo, and for 0 < n < coQ define /((*,),<") = iXi)i«o0 > Where Xi = ° f°r a11 » ^ " and (Xi)i<n e Xn ■ Informally for each nonzero n <coQ, Xn+X is obtained from Xn by attaching to each isolated p eXn an cox type sequence of isolated points converging to p . X is the limit of this process.
Noting that each countable subset of X is closed, it is routing to show this construction works.
The range can be made orderable by letting Xx be a singelton and for each nonzero n < co0, obtaining Xn+X from Xn by attaching to each isolated p e Xn an cox type sequence and an co* type sequence of isolated points both converging to p.
Conclusions
As implied in the introduction, Theorems 1 and 2 are simplified if the space is paracompact. In particular conditions (1) and (3)(a) are satisfied. Nothing weaker than paracompactness can eliminate condition (3).
If the space is first countable, condition (2) and the interlacing property at each point are satisfied. (Note cox x (a>0 + I) is scattered, first countable, and strongly collectionwise Hausdorff. But it is not orderable.) I. Juhász asked if some condition weaker than compactness simplifies the interlacing property. By Lemma 3 if X is countably compact, then the interlacing property is that of [P , ] , namely no point p is the limit of two disjoint sequences closed in X -{p} , one of which has uncountable cardinality. If X is Lindelöf, for the interlacing property we have no point p is the limit of two disjoint sequences closed in X -{p} , one of which has cardinality greater than a>x or is homeomorphic to a stationary subset of w,. For X a-Lindelöf, a > ojf , there are analogous ordinal restrictions on the interlacing property.
Note for the interlacing property these conditions need only be local. Moreover by [T] if a paracompact scattered space X satisfies a condition locally, then X is a disjoint union of clopen sets each satisfying the condition. Question 1. For an ordered space X is X* (described in Lemma 2) the union of X and the set of its far points in uX ? Question 2. Is there a "nice" necessary condition for Theorem 1 implying conditions (2) and (3)?
A Tx space X is monotonically normal [HeaLZ] if to each pair (U, x) with U open c X and x e U, there is an open set Ux such that (i) x e Ux c U, and (ii) if UxnVy¿0, then xeV or y e U .
Every orderable space is monotonically normal. However the next example shows that monotone normality is not the nice condition sought above. This example also illustrates that condition ( 1 ) of the ordering property is needed in the theorem as stated.
Example. Consider the cartesian product cox x (coQ + I). Let Y = (cox x(w0+l))u{p} be its one point compactification. Let X = Y -{(a, n): a a limit ordinal, neojf}.
X satisfies conditions (1) and (3) of Theorem 1 (in fact X is paracompact), and p has a neighborhood base satisfying all but condition ( 1 ) of the ordering property. (All other points satisfy condition (2) of the theorem.)
Although coxx(cOf+ I) is not monotonically normal, X is. To see this first note (cox x {co0}) U {p} is homeomorphic to cox + 1. So for each pair (q, U) with U relatively open c (cox x {coQ}) U {p} and q e U, let ¡J satisfy the conditions given in the definition of monotone normality.
So let V open c X and x e V. We define Vx . For x = (a, n) where n e co0 , x is isolated. So define Vx = {x}. Using the argument in [P , ] with the type of modifications used in the proof of Theorem 1 in this paper, we prove the analogue of Theorem 2 in [P , ] , where in place of condition (2) ofthat result we have the following. There is no subset Y of X such that Y = (jseS Xs where: the Xs 's are pairwise disjoint; S is a stationary subset of some ordinal; for each s e S, Xs = As u {pf U Bs, where As and Bs are disjoint sequences closed in Y -{pf} and converging to ps, and either As and Bs have the same cardinality or Bs is homeomorphic to a stationary set, and a basic neighborhood of ps is the union of a basic neighborhood of ps in Xs with (J{^:a < £ < s > and Í £5} for some a < s ; and {Pj}jes is homeomorphic to S.
(See Example 2.1 minus the point p in [P, ] . Letting x2 > co0 corrects a misprint there.)
